Javelin Integra

Extreme Precision Integrated Cutter Bar
Javelin-Integra incorporates the unique design of the Javelin-Series 2 with a
bench mounted baseplate to offer additional functionality.
The design of the Javelin Integra allows Keencut Technicians to factory adjust for
straightness, using laser technology, to within 0.2mm over the 3.1 metre length of
the cutter bar (1:15000). The accuracy of the Javelin-Integra makes it ideal for
cutting banner materials, pop-ups and other display materials that require precise
and accurate cutting for perfect alignment.
The Javelin-Integra features a mounted Javelin-Series 2 with integral Lift & Hold
Levers on an Aluminium Base Plate. Javelin-Integra can be attached to an existing
work table or a Keencut Proteus Bench to create a complete cutting station in
your workshop.
Ideal for cutting PVC Foamboard, Vinyl, Woven Fabrics, Foam Centred Board,
Honeycomb & Corrugated Plastics, Film, Paper, Tissue and many more flexible and
rigid materials.

0.2mm Guaranteed Accuracy

Single Tool Cutting Head comes as
standard with three unique Blade
Holders to cut a wide variety of
materials up to 13mm thick
Graphik, Medium Duty & Circular
Blade Holders

That’s 1:15000 Guaranteed Cutting Straightness!

Equipped with all new quick-fit blade
holders so tools interchange quickly
for maximum productivity
The new 45mm diameter rotary
wheel improves performance &
longevity

Ideal For Pop-Ups!

Shown here with the Medium Duty
Blade Holder which includes blade
depth guide for simple and quick
adjustment

Independent Roller Lift & Hold
enables cutter to be lifted and
suspended above work surface
with ease.

Blade locking thumb screw adds safety
& convenience

Multiple integral full length grip
cords hold work safely and securely
while cutting

Additional Product Info

Product Sizes & Codes
JIT160
JIT210
JIT260
JIT310

Accepts both off-the-shelf and Keencut designed cutting blades
Total dust free operation - safe to use near printers and plotters
Reversible Graphik Blades make the JIT ideal for left-handed or right-handed operators

160CM - 64”
210CM - 84”
260CM - 104”
310CM - 124”

Super grade anodising for lifetime good looks and function
Integral extruded alloy cutting base adjustable for flatness and straightness
Unique 4-section extrusion maintains close straightness even under flex
Fully equipped and ready to work with blades included
Mounts to most bench surfaces using the fixing screws provided
Patented linear bearings tested under load for 1600km (1000 miles) and carry a 20 year replacement guarantee

All Keencut products are fully Guaranteed for 5 years
100% Manufactured by Keencut Technicians in Corby, England
99.998% of source materials are made in the UK and EU
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